
THE ALL-IN-ONE RAIL 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FROM 
THE EXPERTS IN RAIL
The TransmetriQ Rail Management System 
(RMS) is a modular platform that gives your 
team single-source, timely insights and tools 
that enable you to manage and optimize your 
rail operations. TransmetriQ RMS eliminates 
the need for multiple systems to manage 
billing, tracing, asset health, and more. Custom 
dashboards give you exactly the data you want, 
exactly how you want it. Increase productivity 
and unleash your supply chain with the new 
TransmetriQ RMS.

COMPLETE RAIL VISIBILITY AT 
YOUR COMMAND: TRACING 
INSIGHTS DASHBOARD
Tracing Insights leverages the same real-time, 
actionable event reporting you get with RailSight 
Monitor, plus:
• User-configurable insights that eliminate the 

distracting clutter and get you the data you 
need quickly, and

• Updated KPIs with more configurable 
elements

Whether you’re looking for the number of bad 
orders in the last 48 hours or to monitor ETAs, 
the Tracing Insights Dashboard gives you exactly 
the visibility you need.

RAIL MANAGEMENT: TRACING INSIGHTS

TRACING INSIGHTS 
FEATURES:

Schedule custom reports via email

Map visualization of shipments

Alerting & exception management

Enhanced shipment history

AI & ML generated insights

Insights Dashboard: Equipment Overview
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NEXT-GENERATION RAIL 
VISIBILITY AND OPERATIONS 
MANAGEMENT FROM THE 
INDUSTRY’S TRUSTED RAIL 
DATA SOURCE
Tracing Insights is powered by the RailSight 
CLM engine you know and trust, giving you 
immediate access to more than 9 million rail 
events each day and deeper short-line rail 
data. With a new, user-friendly interface and 
leveraging powerful analytical tools, Tracing 
Insights brings next-generation rail visibility to 
your team.

RAIL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: 
E-BOL
The new TransmetriQ E-Bill of Lading tool 
enables you to manage BOL activities directly 
from your visibility platform, giving you one 
place to create and send billing for any 
railroad.

ABOUT TRANSMETRIQ
TransmetriQ is powered by Railinc. We’re a 
team of transportation experts, UX designers, 
data scientists and critical thinkers developing 
insights and solutions that help our customers 
build businesses that compete and win. 
Powered by Railinc, the industry leader in 
rail data for more than 30 years, TransmetriQ 
products are uniquely positioned to meet your 
business needs, now and in the future.

Tracing Insights Dashboard: Bad Order Insights

Tracing Insights Dashboard: Complete ETA Visibility


